Press release 31th may 2020

MARCIALONGA: FEELING LIKE SKIING
REGISTRATIONS OPEN ON JUNE 3

High demand for bibs – registrations open
A new batch of bibs that adds up to the 5800 already booked
There is always attention to the virus restraint


Social distancing? In Nordic Skiing it is a natural behavior
Marcialonga stronger than Covid-19!
To be true, at the Marcialonga headquarters in Predazzo, the Organizing Committee has never stopped working for the 48th edition that is scheduled on January 31, 2021, keeping grounded.
It is true that now there are no securities about big events, but the President Angelo Corradni and the CEO Davide Stoffie have developed various scenarios taking in consideraion the actual regulations and planning different action plans so that the 48th Marcialonga di Fiemme e Fassa can take place regularly. 
Nobody underestimates the covid restraint measures, but with such complex events it is not possible to improvise and many skiers, Italians and foreigners, are showing their will to participate. So far, the international tour operators and friend hotels have already booked bibs for an amount that comes close to 5800 bibs.
The organizers do not think that there is going to be the usual rush to catch a bib, seen the actual insecurities regarding international travels, so they are taking small steps. On Wednesday June 3, registration will open for Worldloppet Passport holders only, the skiers of the circuit that unites the best ski marathons of 20 different countries. From June 8, registration will open online for everyone at the fixed price of 99€. 
Marcialonga offers as usual an intese weekend with side events for kids and young skiers with Baby, Mini, Young and then the charity Stars and the vintage event Story, but all taking into consideration the regulations and social distancing that will be set for big events. Corradini, always ready for a fun word reminds that “With the skis in the track, there are for sure 2 meters of distance and in winter everyone is used to race with a buff, that could easily replace an eventual mask!”

